Accelerate mission-critical work

Mattermost is a secure collaboration platform that helps organizations increase the speed and efficiency of mission-critical work in complex environments.

Alex: I confirmed the URL wasn't opened, so we're good to block the domain in the proxy and filter.

Riya: I sent a note to the team!
Stay focused on what matters with an adaptable, resilient collaboration hub

Now more than ever, team collaboration happens in digital tools. But essential communication and other data are often scattered across multiple tools. Fractured context can slow down workflows when speed and precision are critical, and general collaboration tools often lack the flexibility and security required by large, dynamic enterprises. For these organizations to succeed, they must invest in tools that enable their teams to work securely and effectively.

Mattermost connects teams, tools and processes on a self-sovereign hub with workflow, integrations, real-time messaging, voice, screen share and federation to deliver more focused, adaptable, and resilient decision cycles and outcomes.

**Why Teams ❤ Mattermost**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designed for Technical Workflows</th>
<th>Data Control &amp; Security</th>
<th>Integrates with Your Tool Chain</th>
<th>Open Source Adaptability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bring team communication, tools, and workflows together in a single hub designed to facilitate technical and operational workflows.</td>
<td>From safeguarding intellectual property to ensuring national security, Mattermost is designed to conform to your security and compliance standards.</td>
<td>Reduce context switching with a single point of collaboration that connect with your in-house and SaaS-based tools with webhooks and plugins.</td>
<td>Adapt and extend your workspace to fit your team’s needs precisely, now and in the future, with API and source code access.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Try it Now or Connect with an Expert
A Collaboration Platform Built for Complex Environments

Reduce context switching and centralize your knowledge base in a single integrated and extensible platform with conversations, checklists, voice calls, and screen sharing.

Integrate with the SaaS and proprietary tools your team relies on to create a central source of truth for transparent and low friction collaboration across teams and tools.
All of your team's communication in one place

Channels go beyond team messaging to connect your R&D tools and processes. Channels are built specifically for developer collaboration and can be customized from the UI down to the extensions that developers rely on to work effectively.

Playbooks make any structured processes repeatable and predictable using checklists, triggers, automation, and tool integrations. Use templates to quickly codify best practices, or build a playbook from scratch with capabilities to adjust on the fly during dynamic situations.

Channels

Unlimited teams and channels
1:1 and group messaging and calls
Native audio calls and screenshare
Continuous message archive
Full history search

Playbooks

Customizable playbooks
Prescribed and ad-hoc task checklists
Automated triggers & actions
Deep integration with Channels
Retrospective report
Retrospective timeline

Try it Now or Connect with an Expert
Over 600 integrations, including:

- Connections
  - Context switching can slow down even the fastest moving development teams.
  - Mattermost is built to integrate, extend, connect, and customize to fit your environment and unique workflows. With powerful functionality and flexible developer options to customize and extend the platform, Mattermost helps keep your team focused on the work, not the tools.

  - Apps Framework
  - REST API
  - Custom Bots
  - Interactive Messages
  - Slash Commands
  - Webhooks
  - Plugins
  - Modify Source Code
  - Zapier Support

Calls

Elevate text discussions to voice conversations

Calls makes it easy for teams to adapt their communication to a wider variety of situations by launching secure audio calls with screensharing capabilities directly in Mattermost. Use Calls to swiftly triage issues, respond to incidents, and work through routine and ad hoc processes.

- One-click Start a Call button in every channel and direct message
- Screenshare with the group
- Comment on call threads and reference them later
- Keyboard shortcuts to launch, manage, and exit calls
- Emoji react and hand-raise in calls
- Join and interact with calls on mobile
- Centralized alerts and notifications
Mattermost is easily customized to meet your specific compliance requirements with fine-grained data retention, audit logs, and the ability to programmatically archive and export records. We provide full access controls and give teams the ability to set granular permissions to control access to sensitive data.

- Self-hosted deployment and database ownership
- Built-in identity & access controls
- Advanced mobile security
- Compliance auditing with oversight
- Cloud single-tenancy and data isolation
- Enterprise Information Archiving integration
- Data encryption at rest and in transit
- Full access to APIs, drivers, and open source code

Daniel Gover
IT System Administrator

crossover

"Mattermost has been unimaginably effective for our company and continues to exceed expectations with every new release. The platform helps us ensure that we're staying HIPAA-compliant while letting our clinicians collaborate efficiently and seamlessly."
Choose Your Deployment Option

Purpose-built collaboration, deployed securely for your team. Run your own Mattermost Server from your data center or private cloud.

Cloud
Get up and running immediately in your own private cloud instance.

Self-Hosted
Host Mattermost on your own infrastructure.

Try It Now